NFSA EDUCATION BOOKING TERMS & CONDITIONS 2018/19

Please be advised:
*For groups of school students/minors the supervision ratio must be at least one adult to
every 20 children. The NFSA/its staff do not bear duty of care.
*Except where a special/discount has been applied, current rates are $7 per participant for
our facilitated programs and $8 per participant for group screenings. Rates are subject to
change but existing bookings will be honoured at the rates originally quoted; terms &
pricing for special programs such as tours by arrangement. Supervising/organising adults
such as teachers travelling with the group are admitted free of charge (up to a rate of one
free guest to every ten paid). Payment is typically taken either at the time the program is
delivered or by invoice afterward to the body holding the booking. Simply advise our
reception staff at front of house how you would like to pay.
*Though we have no minimum group size, we standardly apply a minimum cost
approximately equivalent to 15 places (or $100) for facilitated education programs and 65
places (or $500) for group screenings; the maximum number of participants that can be
accommodated in a regular session is about 100. If you believe your group may exceed
this, please contact us so we can make sure no-one misses out.
*Sessions standardly run for an hour and are often scheduled close together so we cannot
guarantee that groups arriving early can start their sessions early or that groups running
late can run over to get their full facilitated session time. We are however happy to try to
help; if you are running outside your schedule, please advise our front of house or
education staff what time you do have available, and we will try to accommodate you as
best we can.
*NFSA Education reserves the right to admit additional guests to programs at our
discretion; if this is of concern to your group, please advise us so before your visit.
*Programs can be rescheduled or cancelled at no cost. However, if a booking is cancelled
without notice or at notice shorter than 2 full business days, the group holding the booking
may be liable for all or part of the cost of the session. Please simply let us know if you
would like to change your booking and we will happily make the rearrangements for you.
*Though all content shown in education programs has been vetted and approved as
appropriate to the audience by qualified NFSA staff, some clips may be drawn from pieces
whose overall classification is above that recommended for children of certain ages.
Some content played may contain images or voices of people who have died or address
topics upsetting to some viewers or listeners. We advise that groups attending check the
information provided about the programs we offer and raise questions or concerns they
have about content with us in advance so that the group’s needs/sensitivities can be
properly accommodated.
*Content exhibited at the NFSA is rights protected and typically cannot be copied by
visitors. While students are welcome to take photographs of the building, one another and
so on while they are here, we ask that they do not record any content on-site and that they
put their mobile phones, cameras, tablets etc. away throughout the programs/screenings.
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